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INTRODUCTION
STRATEGY
= a plan of action designed to achieve a particular goal.
Ex) profit maximizing, budget maximizing, … the plan to get there is called strategy
•

Principal long term objectives → 2-5 years

•

Policy and plan, allocation of resources → Allocate resources to project/ business themes

•

Definition of market/segment → You need to exactly know it what market you are active with your BU

•

Definition of nature business/firm → Nature: Some businesses are true competitors and some work
more together

•

Cope with changing environment → dynamic, you need to change your strategy when the
environment has changed and need to be able to anticipate on future expectations
Ex) expansion of container capacity in the port of Antwerp: the major dominant force are the shipping
companies (shipping companies have aligned into 3 companies = 70% of all container business
worldwide = oligoplie) → Port want several new terminals so every big shipping company can expand
as well = anticipation

•

Shape the firm’s ‘competitive persona’ → human resources working for their company → colruyt is
responsible for their own human capital : try to differ from others by keeping in mind their image

COMPETITION
Competition is also good for the company because they will be triggered to perform better.
• Shift from negative to positive impact
→ Positive sum competition = let’s make the pie bigger → in the end your part will be bigger because the
whole pie is bigger
• Implicit ‘fight’ for profit, market share ,growth, customers, talents (HR), etc.
→ HR: Getting the best talents to your company is newly important ( not only look at the output side but also
the input)
• Most often subtile, sometimes real war
• Competition versus (and) Co-operation
→ Collaboration between companies
ex) security matters, attracting talents to their industry and not company only = function as colleagues
COMPETITIVE STRATEGY
Apply set of business principles to build strategic management (= foundation for good strategic decisions);
But their is more: linkages/assumptions/limited information are business reality;
Building on micro-economics, industrial economics, general and strategic management, and organisation
theory.
In-depth analysis for business decision (assignments: case solving)
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= explains sustained competitive advantage in terms of heterogeneity in resources and
capabilities
- Scarce resources and capabilities that are critical for value creation can be
imperfectly mobile and cannot be acquired in the open market
- Firms may differ with respect to resources and capabilities and the differences persist
- Resources may be non-tradable (example: customer loyalty built through a frequent
flyer program)
- Resources may be relationship specific (example: landing slots in an airline’s hub)
2)

Isolating mechanisms (analogous to barriers to entry) may work to protect the
competitive advantage of firms
= isolating mechanisms are to firms what entry barriers are to industries
- 2 distinct types of isolating mechanisms can be observed
1. Impediments to imitation: these mechanisms impede (belemmeren) the potential
entrants form duplicating the resources and capabilities of the incumbent firm.
4 types:
o Legal restrictions
patents, copyrights, trademarks or governmental control over entry into
markets, through licensing, certification, or quotas.
o

Superior access to inputs/customers
Firms often achieve favourable access to inputs by controlling the sources of
supply through ownership of long-term exclusive contracts.

o

Market size and scale economies
Imitation may also be deterred when MES is large relative to market demand
and one firm has secured a large share of the market. Scale economies can also
discourage a smaller firm already in the market from seeking to grow larger t o
replicate the scale-based cost advantage of a firm that has obtained a large
market share.
Ex p361

o

Intangible barriers
➔ Causal ambiguity: situations in which the causes of a firm’s ability to create
more value than its competitors are obscure (onduidelijk) and only
imperfectly understood
➔ Social complexity:
F;ex) relationships between the managers of a firm and those of its
suppliers and customers.
➔ Historical causes:
A firm’s history of strategic action comprises (omvat) its unique experiences
in adapting to the business environment.

2. Early mover advantage:
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Nike has an early mover advantage = we immediately think of this brand when we
think of high quality sneakers
4 different isolating mechanisms fall under the category of early mover advantage
o Learning curve: a firm that sells more than its competitors in the early periods
moves farther down the learning curve and achieves lower unit costs than its
rivals. The lower unit cost allows the firm to undercut its rivals, increase volume
and further move down the learning curve
o

Reputation and buyer uncertainty: for experience goods, a firm’s reputation for
quality provide a significant early mover advantage. Pioneering brands can
influence the formation of consumer preferences and present the attributes of
the brand as the ideal for the product category.

o

Switching costs: consumers who make brand specific investments ( f.ex.,
learning to use a software program) can end up with large switching costs.
Frequent buyer points in grocery stores and frequent flyer miles from airlines
are means of increasing switching costs.

o

Network effects: products show network effects if customer values the product
depending on how many other are using the product. The usefulness of joining a
telephone network depends on the number of customers already on it (actual
networks). Use of complementary goods may create virtual networks.

VIRTUAL NETWORK

•
•
•

In virtual networks, consumers are not physicaly linked
Increase in the number of the consumers increases the demand for complementary goods
Supply of complementary goods enhances the value of the network (Example: computer
operating system and application software)

SUMMARY COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE AND SUSTAINABILITY

A resource or combination turns into a capability and has a profit earning potential. This depends on
different aspects.
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LIFE CYCLE OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES

Firms with dynamic capabilities can adapt their resources and capabilities and exploit opportunities
•
•

turbulent environments
embedded system and culture needed to innovate and adapt continuously

FACTORS THAT LIMIT DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES
A firms’ dynamic capabilities are inherently limited because of

•

•
•

The path dependence of competitive advantage
- Firm’s routines can only change incrementally and cannot have a clean break from
the past
- The new source of advantage will be path dependent
- With threats from new entrants, even small path dependencies can have major
implications for the firm’s competitiveness
Limited availability of complementary assets and
“windows of opportunity” that do not stay open for long
- Early in a product’s life, its design and specifications will be fluid and firms will have
room for experimentation
- Over time a narrow set of design and specifications emerge as dominant and it is
hard for new firms to challenge market leaders
- Those who do not exploit the window of opportunity get shut out

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

•
•

Michael Porter suggests that the firm’s local environment is a major influence on its
competitive environment
Even as a modern firm transcends local markets, the source of its competitive advantage
remains localized
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•

A firm’s home nation and home markets play an important role in its ability to sustain its
competitive advantage:
- By supporting the accumulation of valuable resources and capabilities and
- By exerting pressure on the firm to innovate, invest and improve

1. Factor conditions
• A firm’s competitive advantage in the global markets is enhanced by the availability of
specialized factors of production in the home market
• To be globally competitive, availability of highly skilled workers in the home nation may be
more important that availability of low wage workers
2. Demand conditions
• A firm’s competitive advantage is enhanced by the size, growth and nature of demand in the
home market
• When home market places a high value on quality, the firm is stimulated to make
improvements in the quality dimension
• Unique local conditions can also be a source of innovations
3. Related and supporting industries
• A strong base of competent suppliers and support industries at home will help a firm achieve
competitive advantage globally
• Sharing scarce production know-how is easier with geographical proximity
4. Strategy, structure and rivalry
• Local management practices, corporate governance norms and nature of the local capital
markets can influence the competitive advantage of global firms.
• Local rivalry may hold down local profits but make the firms well positioned in the global
arena.
• Firms that enjoy local protection often fail to make a mark outside the home nations.
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
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